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G.CO.2 Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g., transparencies and geometry 

software; describe transformations as functions that take points in the plane as 

inputs and give other points as outputs. Compare transformations that preserve 

distance and angle to those that do not (e.g., translation versus horizontal stretch).

G.CO.3 Given a rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid, or regular polygon, describe the 
rotations and reflections that carry it onto itself.
G.CO.4 Develop definitions of rotations, reflections, and translations.

G.CO.5 Given a figure and a transformation, draw the transformed figure. 
Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry a given figure onto another.

Reflections
September 15, 2015

What does it mean to be symmetrical?
How do you recognize or 
create a reflected image?

Feb 239:14 AM

A reflection can be seen in  

water
 a

mirror
or a shiny 
surface.
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yes no

yes

no

no no

√

√

√

No, the translation from the pre-image to
the image is left and down.

B
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F
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C

B

C

7 units right and 5 units down,
T7,-5 or (x+7,y-5)

T4,-4 or (x+4,y-4)

(-6,4)

(5,-2)

T3,-1 or (x+3,y-1)

Mar 93:26 PM

A'(-1,-6)
B'(4,2)
C'(7,-3)

A'(-1,-6)

B'(4,2)

C'(7,-3)

M'(-9,9)

A'(-7,2)

T'(2,-5)

H'(5,10)
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pre-image
line of reflection / line of symmetry

image

A figure and its reflection have the same shape and 
size but the figures face in opposite directions.

Reflection – a transformation where a mirror image
                         is created; also called a “flip”

A reflection is called an isometry 
since the pre-image 

and the image are congruent.

HOWEVER, 
orientation is not preserved! 
The order of the lettering 

will be REVERSED!

Reflection notation is rk, where k is the line of 
reflection.  Since this figure is reflected over the x-
axis, the notation would be rx-axis.

Feb 239:17 AM

Reflecting over the x-axis: 

Reflection for the point (x, y) is the point (x, -y).

P(x,y)    P‛(x, -y) or rx-axis(x,y) = (x, -y)

The distance a point on the preimage is from the line of 
reflection is the same as the distance a point on the 

image is from the line of reflection.

Feb 239:18 AM

Reflecting over the y-axis:  
Reflection of the point (x, y)  is the point (-x, y).

P(x,y)      P‛(-x, y) or ry-axis(x,y) = (-x, y)

Examples

Feb 239:30 AM

Reflection for the point (x, y) across line y = x is the point (y, x).

P(x,y)      P‛(y, x) or r y = x(x,y) = (y, x)

Reflection for the point (x, y) across line y=-x is the point (-y, -x).

P(x,y)      P‛(-y, -x) or r y = -x(x,y) = (-y, -x)

Reflecting over the line y = x

Reflecting over the line y = ‐x

Feb 239:33 AM

 A person is sitting 4 feet away from a mirrored wall. 
How far away from the person will his/her reflection
appear to be?  

Draw the image if the 
preimage is reflected 
over x-axis.

8 feet

4.

5.

Feb 239:40 AM

  True or false? The image of point (4, -3) under a reflection 
  across the x-axis is (-4, -3).

True or false? The image of point (-5, 4) under a reflection 
across the y-axis is (5, 4).

True or false? The image of point (-1, 8) under a reflection 
across the line y = x is (8, -1).

 The triangle is reflected in line l. Find x, y and z

ΔABC has coordinates A(-3, 3), B(3, 2) and 
C(-1, -4). If the triangle is reflected over the 
y-axis, what are the coordinates of Δ A‛B‛C‛?

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

A' (3,3) B' (3,2) C' (1,4) D' (1,4)
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Homework

Complete Worksheet

Feb 239:42 AM

Worksheet Problems ~ Practice
Are these reflections? Be ready to defend your answer!

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

Feb 239:44 AM

7.  True or false? The image of point (-5, -2) 
under a reflection across the x-axis is (-5, 2).

8.  True or false? The image of point (-1, 7) 
     under a reflection across the y-axis is (1, -7).

9.  True or false? The image of point (0, 4) 
     under a reflection across the line y = x is (4, 0).

10. True or false? The image of point (8, 3) 
      under a reflection across the line y = x is (-3, -8).

11. If a reflection in the line y = -x occurs,
     then the rule for this reflection is ____________.

a.  (x, y)      (x, -y) b.  (x, y)      (-x, y)
c.  (x, y)      (y, x) d.  (x, y)      (-y, -x)

12.  True or False? 
The graph illustrates 
a refection over the x-axis.

13.  True or False?
The graph illustrates 
a refection over the x-axis.

Feb 239:46 AM

14.  Triangle DEF has coordinates D(-2, 6), E(3, 4) and F(1, -2). 
If the triangle is reflected over the y-axis, what are the 
coordinates of image triangle D‛E‛F‛.

D‛(______)E‛(_______)F‛(_______)

15.  Triangle DEF has coordinates D(-2, 6), E(3, 4) and F(1, -2). 
If the triangle is reflected over the x-axis, what are the 
coordinates of image triangle D‛E‛F‛.

D‛(_______)E‛(_______)F‛(_______)

_____16.  Which point is a 
reflection of point A over the 
x-axis?

_____17.  Which point is a 
reflection of point A over the 
y-axis?

_____18.  Which point is a 
reflection of point A over the 
line y = x?

19.  What is the line of reflection for 
the pentagon?

_____20.  Using the graph, what is 
the ordered pair for the point on 
the line of reflection halfway 
between points E and C?

16.18.

19.20.

Feb 239:51 AM

21.  This L-shaped figure is 
reflected over the y-axis. 
The image is then reflected 
over the x-axis. What are
the coordinates of the 
vertices of the final image?

22.  The vertices of a triangle are A(2, 5), B(4, 0), C(-2, -4). 
Find the coordinates of A‛B‛C‛, the images of the vertices of 
triangle ABC under the following reflections.

a.   rx-axis b.   ry-axis c.   ry=x d.   ry=-x

23.  Triangle ABC has vertices A(1,4), B(2,7), C(5,4). Its 
image is triangle A‛B‛C‛ with vertices A‛(1,0), B'(2,-3), C'(5,0). 
Graph the triangles and draw the line of reflection. 
Write the equation of the line of reflection.

24. Given square ABCD with
vertices A(5,3), B(5,6), C(1,6) 
and D(1,3), reflect the figure in
the line x = 2 and then record 
the vertices for A'B'C'D'.

Line:

25. Given square ABCD with 
vertices A(5,3), B(5,6), C(1,6)
and D(1,3), reflect the figure in
the line y = 1 and then record 
the vertices for A'B'C'D'.

A'(_____) B'(_____) C'(_____) D'(_____)

A'(_____) B'(_____) C'(_____) D'(_____)

Mar 93:09 PM
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Let’s Practice.
Do the diagrams illustrate line reflection?

1. 2.

3.
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